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Underlying this seminar is the belief that children
need classrooms that will help them to:
 Grow from dependence to independence.
 Develop the ability to self-regulate when the adult
is and is not present.
 Learn to handle responsibility.
 Learn how to problem-solve.
 Learn to make decisions.
 Learn how to handle their emotions appropriately.
 Understand how to behave in ways that meet their needs and the needs of
the larger community.

Fundamentally, it is about the ____________________
you create and the ________________ you have that
determines whether or not you will reach the hard to handle
student.

“The first step in reaching hard to handle students is
understanding them.”

Appelbaum Training Institute
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How to
Handle
Students
with ADHD
and LD

“The hard to handle student is a puzzle waiting to be solved.”
Appelbaum Training Institute
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Dynamics of ADHD
You have to understand so you will not get mad, impatient, or
exasperated. This is a disorder that is often invisible, buried
beneath what appears to be misbehavior, sloppiness, and
stubbornness. It is the “hidden handicap,” but it is a very real
disorder.

A Core Deficit in ADHD Children

"They engage in the same behaviors over and over again, even if
the consequences for the behaviors are negative."

ADHD is the most common mental disorder of childhood (Stolzer, 2007).
It is estimated to affect

_________of school-age children (Fine, 2014).

It accounts for 50% of the children in child psychiatry clinics in America (Lesley,
Weckerly, Plemmons, Landsyerk, & Eastman).

It is a neuropsychological disorder that has a strong genetic component, but
also is affected by environmental factors (Barkley, 1998).
These students are much more likely than their peers to have
and
problems.
A multimodel approach is the most widely accepted approach (Barkley,
1998).
There are four major areas of intervention:
1. Educational accommodations
2. Promoting appropriate behavior
3. Medical management
4. Ancillary support services (counseling)
“There is always hope.”
Appelbaum Training Institute
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The Top 10 Reasons Students with
ADHD Misbehave
Directions: Circle the most important reason that they misbehave.
∆ They get frustrated because they had a different perception of what
was supposed to happen.
∆ They need structure.
∆ They think they are “bad” so they act the part.
∆ They don’t know how to ask for what they want so they bully, or act
out, to get it.
∆ The classroom is not calm, and there are too many distractions and
disruptions.
∆ They feel misunderstood.
∆ They are hungry.
∆ They feel overwhelmed with the tasks they are supposed to do.
∆ They have been criticized.
∆ They are into the “victim cycle.”

The number 1 vital ingredient
that these students need to be calm is
.

“The best education is the one that creates a desire for more.
Let’s do this for our students.”
Appelbaum Training Institute
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The Solutions to
Helping Students with ADHD
First, you must understand the reasons they misbehave and then you can
understand what to do to help them.

1. ADHD - Inattentive Type
Checklist of Behavioral Characteristics


Difficulty listening



Disorganized



Difficulty attending to tasks



Loses belongings



Difficulty focusing



Cluttered desk and room



Easily distracted



Poor study skills



Procrastinates



Forgetful



Problems concentrating



Problems working



Inconsistent performance in

independently

school work

What you can do:


Get their attention. Be an

.



Eliminate distractions. Seating is crucial (Carroll et al., 2006). Be
aware of possible seating distractions: vents, doors, windows, back of
room, clothing, scents, and walls. Provide
_____________________________.

“Foster self-esteem in each child
Appelbaum Training Institute
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Keep them on task.

Help this student be organized – The more organized the student is the
more effective their work will be. Look at the areas of disorganization
and then focus on finding strategies to help students succeed.
Use:

Peer Support – Assign students with ADHD who may be forgetful a
. The remember partner is a
student who is very organized and enjoys being a helper (Parker, 2005).
The remember partner’s job is to remind the student of important
assignments and lessons. Choose the remember partner carefully because
it is important that the two students are compatible.

“We can do it. We can help each student succeed.”
Appelbaum Training Institute
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ADHD – Hyperactive-Impulsive Type

2.

Checklist of Behavioral Characteristics


High activity level



Impulsive and lacks self-control



Appears to be in constant



Blurts out verbally



Engages in impulsive behaviors

motion


Plays with objects



Gets in trouble frequently



Puts objects in mouth



Difficulty in personal



Talks excessively



Difficulty waiting for turn



Often interrupts others



Roams around classroom



Difficulty with transitions



Great difficulty staying in seat



Easily frustrated



Often fidgets with hands or feet

relationships

What you can do:


Provide extra opportunities to move around.





Allow students to work in a place other than their desk if they stay
on task.

Provide manipulatives and other devices such as stress balls.

Appelbaum Training Institute
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Have a

.



Warn ahead of time. Role play.



Make frequent eye contact, encouraging statements, and
compliments on post-it notes. Provide clear directions.



Provide individualized plans with short-term objectives within a longterm goal. Teach students how to use a written agenda and meet
deadlines.



Create a safe environment in your classroom. Allow traffic light
for students to signal when they need help.



Teach students how to self-monitor.

“We cannot simply try to help our students, we must d
Appelbaum Training Institute
800-23-CHILD www.atiseminars.org
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LD - Learning Disabilities
Many of the strategies covered under ADHD will be effective for students
with LD. Here are a few more.
A federal study by the National Center for Educational Statistics found that
an estimated one in seven American adults have low literacy skills.
(Cousins, 2009)

Strategies for Succeeding with Students with LD
Note Taker – Assign someone who takes good notes to be a note
taker. This can be anonymous so that note takers do not know who
will be receiving their notes.
Testing – Allow students to take the test in a different room or at a
different time. Have questions read to the student.

Reading Strategies










Have a Study Buddy read aloud to them.
Have them trace words as they read to keep their place.
Use erasable highlighters.
Use word windows – small transparencies that limit the reading material
on the page.
Use
to help students have
words on the page stand out.
Use audio tapes and e-books.
Do phonemic awareness and phonics activities.

Spelling Strategies
✓ Have students slowly repeat words as they spell.
✓ Have students look closely at the first three letters before saying the
word.

Math Strategies




Make Math Concrete – Use manipulatives they can see, feel and count.
Multiplication Tables – Provide a CD of them set to music.
Color Code Operational Words like add, subtract, multiply, and divide.

Penmanship Strategies
✓ Attach a visual strip to each desk so there is a model for the letters.
✓ Prepare the hand with tong and tweezers exercises.
Appelbaum Training Institute
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My Notes…

Appelbaum Training Institute
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How to Handle
Anger/Defiance,
ODD and
Bullying

Appelbaum Training Institute
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Anger is a normal emotion.
The Positive Benefits of Anger
1. It provides a sense of release.
2. It clears the air so that each person knows what the other is feeling.
3. It is a method of expressing a normal emotion, and its suppression can
cause psychological difficulties.
4. It allows the person to reflect on what is happening internally.
Your goal is NOT to
angry feelings in students.
Your goal is to teach students to appropriately express these feelings.

Anger is a secondary emotion.
When students are angry, it is important to always think about what the
primary
emotion may have been.
The following are primary emotions:
➢ Hurt
➢ Fear
➢ Frustration
➢ Powerlessness
➢ Loss
➢ Worthlessness
➢ Injustice
➢ Loneliness
➢ Worry
➢ Embarrassment
▪ Anger originates within the angry person not the circumstances.
▪ The circumstances surrounding the anger may only be a
for the anger within the person.
▪ Usually anger is a reaction rather than a response.
▪ The educator’s goal is not to suppress angry feelings in students.
▪ The educator’s goal is to teach the student to express feelings
appropriately and to
rather than react to them.
▪
anger is anger that the child brought
to school. It is misdirected at the teacher or other students.
“See yourself as others see you when you are angry.”
Appelbaum Training Institute
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The 4 Stages of Anger
1. The Trigger Stage –

Students feel a primary emotion and begin to
become upset. They may become anxious, moody, confused and are unable
to think clearly. This is the easiest stage to help students.

Trigger Strategies
• Greet and read your students at the door with a smile and note their
moods as they enter your room.
•
• Transition warnings can prevent the child from feeling stressed or
anxious.
• Music is a calming influence on the classroom (Hallam, et all, 2002).
• Teach students to take their pulses.
•
while looking at a calming color from
a stack of colored paper. Be sure to teach students how to breathe
deeply.
• Use effective listening strategies and allow students to come up with
their own appropriate responses to situations that are upsetting. This
empowers the students.

2. The Turning Point Stage – This is the “turning point” for angry
students in determining how to express their anger. The primary
emotion has been unresolved and they are about to burst out in anger.
•

Turning Point Strategies

– Use a feather duster to “dust off” the
angries. This provides a great visual to remove their anger.
• Have a remote control in your room for students to push the pause
button and breathe deeply when feeling like exploding.
• A Relaxation Station allows students to be still and chill. Involve
students in choosing the set up and rules for this area of your room.
• Place reminder messages on how to calm down in a calming bag. They
can reach into the bag for a strategy during this stage of anger.
•

– This allows students to use their body and
go within to calm down. They can “come out of their shell” when they
are ready.
“The calmer you are, the calmer your students will be.”
Appelbaum Training Institute
800-23-CHILD www.atiseminars.org
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3. The “Firing” Stage - During this stage, the student is completely
overwhelmed by anger and frustration that they lose the ability to think
rationally. These students have lost control and begin to “fire off” with
inappropriate words and behaviors. The target of this anger may be
another student, school property, the teacher, or even themselves. This
has also been called the “Meltdown Phase.”

Firing Strategies






Do not
. This is not the time to reason or try
to calm them down. Talking to them only increases their frustration.
Have a discrete signal and an assigned student that can leave to get help,
or if your school has one, push your class emergency button.
The ABCD Technique is an excellent way to become calm and the
letters remind you of the 4 steps to the strategy.

A
B

- Arrest Yourself – STOP what you are doing, say nothing.
– Breathe – Take some deep breaths into your abdomen, hold
for a few seconds, slowly let it out.

C – Calming Statements – Say phrases like, “I am calm,” “I can
handle this.”

D – Do it Again – Do it over and over until you know you are calm.


If possible, deal with the student yourself rather than sending the student
to the office. Tell the class very calmly: “Keep doing your work.” (Or
give them an assignment). “Everything will return to normal soon.”



Give the student time to cool off. Focus on the rest of the class. They
need you.
“The more you react, the more students will act!”

Appelbaum Training Institute
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4. The Fall-Out Stage – After students have lost their temper, they
are typically exhausted from their own rage and anger. Some do not
even remember what they did or said in the heat of anger. Others may
be embarrassed and experience remorse. Now is the time to step in
and ensure this does not happen again.

Fall-Out Strategies










AFTER the student calms down, it is time to do some damage
control. Have a mini conference and open doors to honest
communication.
Making Amends – If the angry student hurt another student, they
need to discuss and find a way to make it up to that student. Many
students have become friends because of this intervention.
No Arguing – When the angry student is calm, take control and do
not argue. Arguing turns into a power struggle and no one wins.
Anger Log – This is an effective way for students to analyze their
anger so they can learn new methods of handling conflict
situations. Students complete the form when they are calm.
Self -Talk - Self-talk is an effective intervention that can be taught
individually or to the whole classes. Self-talk is verbal selfinstruction. It is a cognitive behavior modification procedure that
teaches children to talk to themselves to control their behavior
(Graybill, Jamison, and Swerdlik). It is also effective for teaching
children self-control (Kendall & Treadwell, 2007)

There is a four step training procedure for SELF-TALK:


The child first observes a model that engages in self-talk.



The child engages in self-talk with the model verbalizing
instructions.



The child engages in self-talk while verbalizing the steps
aloud.



The child engages in self-talk while silently self-instructing.

“Every child is worth the work it takes to help him or her

Appelbaum Training Institute
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Self-Talk to Control Anger
I say to myself:
“I am calm.”
“I breathe deeply.”
“I use my words.”
“I’m relaxed and confident.”
“Easy does it.”
“I am getting calmer every minute.”

My Notes

Appelbaum Training Institute
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Effects of Angry Student’s Behavior on Teachers and
Classmates
Crisis is created everywhere – in halls, gyms, cafeteria, classrooms, etc.
Because of turmoil and conflict, someone must continuously intervene.
Other people, even teachers, may become frightened.
The student often gets his/her way by becoming angry.
Classmates and teachers are put on the defensive.
Classmates and teachers want to avoid, and even exclude, the angry
student whenever possible.
7. People who don’t even know the student, but have heard about him/her,
adopt a fearful attitude and avoid the student.
8. Other students and teachers become angry too. They are angry with the
student, and with themselves, for not being able to handle the student
appropriately.
9. Some students have a tendency to tease the angry student just to see the
anger emerge.
10. Some students set the student up just to see the anger emerge.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Facts about Defiance
1. Defiance seems to be on the rise among children today.
2. Defiance can lead to conduct disorder.
3. Over time defiance causes increasing conflict within the family and
elsewhere.
4. Conflicts between the adult and child become an entrenched form of
interaction that worsens with time.
5. Many students simply don’t outgrow this problem.
6. Defiant behavior very often leads to later adjustment problems. The
stubbornness, temper outbursts, defiance, arguing, irritability, and
blaming that begin at an early age, changes by around the age of nine to
bullying, vandalism, truancy, and running away. As children develop
into teens, they turn to gangs, substance abuse, and criminal activity.
7. Students who are defiant are at a high risk for violence.

Expert Tools for Students who are Defiant
Do not:
Do:
•
•
•
•

Become angry
•
Threaten
•
Scream
•
Berate student
•
“Each child is worth the time it takes to transform a life.”
Appelbaum Training Institute
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ODD – Oppositional Defiant Disorder
It is important to be able to distinguish students who are angry, from those who have
oppositional defiant disorder (ODD). ODD is a chronic condition and creates major
problems for those who have it and for the people in their lives.
Some Symptoms of ODD
 Easily



 Easily

annoyed and irritated
frustrated
 Ignores directions
 Dislikes rules and disobeys authority
 Defiant
 Blames others for mistakes
 High maintenance
 Lack of ability to be flexible








Difficulty controlling temper
May harm self or break and destroy
things when angry
Has Jekyl-and-Hyde Personality
Negative
Moody
Deliberately annoys others
Persistently insists on having their
own way

A. A pattern of negativistic, hostile, and defiant behavior lasting at least 6 months during
which four (or more) of the following are present:
 Often loses temper
 Is often touchy or easily annoyed
 Is often angry and resentful
 Often argues with authority figures
 Often defies or refuses to comply with requests from authority figures or with rules
 Often deliberately annoys others
 Often blames others for his or her mistakes or misbehavior
 Has been spiteful or vindictive at least twice in the last 6 months
B. The behavior is associated with distress in the individual or others in person’s
immediate social context, or it impacts negatively on social, educational,
occupational, or other important areas of functioning.
C. The behaviors do not occur exclusively during the course of a psychotic, substance
use, depressive, or bipolar disorder (American Psychiatric Association, 2013)..

What You Can Do






Refer for
Management - This is a real disorder
and there are medications that are beneficial.
– Moods are contagious. Stay calm on the
outside even if you aren’t on the inside. Your mood will set the tone
for the whole class.
Teach Asking for Wants and Needs – When students don’t know how
to ask for what they want they may act out. Teach appropriate wording
or signals.
“Anger is one letter away from danger.”
Appelbaum Training Institute
800-23-CHILD www.atiseminars.org
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Bullying
Bullying is…
not just once or twice, harming others.
This can be through physical attack or by hurting others’ feelings through
words, actions, or social exclusion. It may be done by one person or by a
group. It is an
since the bully is either
physically, verbally, or socially stronger than the victim (Hazler as cited by
Carney & Merrell).

Forms of Bullying
Direct attacks:
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆

Indirect attacks:

Teasing
Taunting
Threatening
Hitting
Stealing

Boys use direct bullying methods.

∆ Intentional exclusion
∆ Indirect attacks:
 Spreading rumors
 Enforcing social
isolation, like to not
invite to a party
Girls use indirect bullying methods.

The key component of bullying: It occurs repeatedly over time to create an ongoing
pattern of harassment and abuse.
•
•

15% of students are either bullied regularly or are initiators of bullying behavior.
School size, racial composition, and school setting, rural, suburban, or urban, do
not predict bullying.
• Boys engage in bullying behavior and are victims of bullies more frequently than
girls. (Banks, 1997)
Studies show that bullies often come from homes in which:
∆ Physical punishment is used
∆ Children are taught to strike back physically to handle problems
∆ Parental involvement and warmth are generally lacking
∆ Parents may be hostile, rejecting, indifferent and/or use inconsistent discipline
combining hostility with laxness (Curtner-Smith, 2000)
∆ Parents may have violent emotional outbursts
• Television is also a big influence. Programs with angry humor in situational
comedies and violence influence children.
• It can come from teachers and other influential adults who use sarcasm as a
teaching tool (Olweus as cited by Viadero, 1997).
• It also can come from
who are not doing anything
about the bully. This demonstrates that “might makes right.”
Appelbaum Training Institute
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Characteristics of Students who are
Bullies
∆ Need to feel powerful
∆ Need to be in control
∆ Appear to get satisfaction from inflicting injury and suffering on
others
∆ Seem to have little empathy
∆ Defend their actions by saying victims provoked them
∆ Seem to have poor control of aggressive tendencies
∆ Feel justified
∆ Think their behavior was reasonable
∆ May have ability to attract followers
∆ May enjoy the appreciation of an audience
∆ Appear to have little anxiety
It used to be thought that bullying was a function of inadequacy
and/or anxiety. Recent research tends to not confirm this hypothesis.
They generally feel fine about themselves.
Bullying pattern may include:
∆ Aggressive taunting
∆ Habitual lying
∆ Stealing
∆ Cruelty to animals
∆ Malicious mischief
∆ Substance abuse
∆ Early sexual activity (Harvard Mental Health Letter).

“Bullies need help.”
Appelbaum Training Institute
800-23-CHILD www.atiseminars.org
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Victims
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆

Typically anxious
Insecure
Cautious
Suffer from low self-esteem
Lonely
Rarely defend themselves
Rarely retaliate
May lack social skills
May not have many friends
Often socially isolated
Close to their parents
Parents may be overprotective
Tend to be physically weaker than peers
Often fear school
Consider school unsafe and unhappy place
Stay home because of fear
Feel isolated
Peers do not want to associate with them because of fear of being
bullied too

Bullying can:
∆ Lead to depression
∆ Lead to lowered self-esteem
∆ Carry into adulthood.
Victims are far more likely than non-bullied children to bring
to school to protect themselves.
In some cases, they have been so tormented by a bully that they plan
and sometimes carry out acts of
.

The Provocative Victim - Second Type of Victim that is Rarer
∆
∆
∆
∆

They may have attention problems and may be hyperactive.
They usually elicit negative reactions from most students.
They irritate and cause resentment and frustration on a regular basis.
They are least liked of peer group (Batsche, as cited by Carney &
Merrill).
Appelbaum Training Institute
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Consequences of Bullying:
There is a strong correlation between being a bully during school years and
experiencing legal or criminal troubles as adults.
of those characterized as bullies in grades 6-9 had at
least one criminal conviction by age 24 (Olweus as cited by Banks, 1997).
Chronic bullies maintain behaviors into adulthood. This negatively
influences their ability to develop and maintain positive relationships.
Bullying interventions need to involve the entire school - not just the
perpetrator and victim. Programs for both bullies and their victims must be
in place, and those who are victims need to learn that they do not have to
remain victims (Dess, 2001).

5 Mistakes in Handling Bullies
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆

The victim does nothing.
The teacher does nothing.
Give in to the bully.
Let other students think bullying is okay.
Have no rules about bullying behaviors.

What Can Be Done
∆ Have class rules against bullying. Set the tone in your classroom.
∆ Do role-playing exercises. This is possibly the most potent.
∆ Use cooperative learning activities to reduce social isolation.
∆ Increase adult supervision at key times.
∆ Have a questionnaire to determine frequency and nature of problem.
∆ Raise awareness.
∆ Develop peer support.
∆ Involve students in defining behavior expectations. Many children do
not know what is expected.

Appelbaum Training Institute
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∆ Have students make lists of bully behaviors like bossing people
around.
∆ Call your classroom bully-free. Have posters on the walls.

This is a bully free classroom.
∆ Teach students to never join in or watch the bullying.
∆ Teach students to stand up for the person being bullied.
∆ Teach students to gather around a child. There’s safety in numbers.
∆ Distract the bully so he stops the bullying behavior (Fostering a Bully
Free Classroom, 1999).
∆ Connect with the bully. He may not even know he needs a friend.
∆ Convey to children that they need adult help with bullies.
∆ Never mention names of bullies or victims. This is humiliating.
∆ Find leadership opportunities for the bully.
∆ Catch positive behaviors of the bully and reinforce them.
∆ Teach skills that empower victims.
∆ Teach students to identify the trusted adult (Garrity, 1997).

More Interventions:

Appelbaum Training Institute
800-23-CHILD www.atiseminars.org
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Sample Role Play
Five-year old Jonah was on the playground during recess. He was standing
by himself trying to look invisible. Other children were playing all around.
Two older boys came up to him. They started barking like dogs. He did not
know what to do. He giggled. Then one of the boys, said, “Hey stupid, that
is what you are. You are a dog.” Jonah could barely breathe. He could hear
the pounding of his heart. The two boys kept on barking and then they
started making comments about how short Jonah was, calling him a “little
squirt.” They started making fun of his height and his short legs and little
fingers. Jonah was too scared to tell them to stop. He wished that he was
safe at home.
➢ If you were on the playground , what could you do to help Jonah?
➢ Do you think it’s fair to pick on someone because of how they look?
➢ What are all the things Jonah can do?
➢ How does it feel when someone picks on you?
➢ How does it feel when someone says something nice to you?”
➢ What can you do in your classroom to make sure no one ever hurts
someone?

“Role plays are great ways to teach children.”

Appelbaum Training Institute
800-23-CHILD www.atiseminars.org
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How to
Handle
Students
with ASD

“Teachers are the anchors for students on the ship called
Appelbaum Training Institute
800-23-CHILD www.atiseminars.org
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Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)
Facts and Figures
➢ Number of Children diagnosed 12 years ago: 1 in 2,000
➢ Number of Children diagnosed in 2014: _____________ (CDC)
➢ The rate of autism in boys is ____________ (Pederson, 2013). The rate in
girls is 1 in ___________ (CDC)
➢ Many children with Autism start out with language skills, and it is
disrupted between the ages of _____ months and ____ months. (Bhat et
al., 2010)
Autism Spectrum Disorder is considered a continuum. It now encompasses
former distinct categories of “classic” Autism, Asperger’s Syndrome, and
Pervasive Developmental Disorder. (Clinical Psychology Associates)
There are ________ main characteristics of Autism Spectrum Disorder:
1. Deficits in social ___________________________.
 Failure to initiate or respond to social interactions
 Poor verbal and nonverbal conversations
 Abnormalities in eye contact and body language
 Deficits in developing, maintaining, and understanding
relationships
 Difficulties in sharing imaginative play or making friends
2. ______________________ and restrictive patterns of behavior,
interests or activities.
 Insistence on sameness
 Highly restricted, abnormal interests
 Hyper or hypo-activity to sensory input (American Psychiatric
Association, 2013).
It is important to remember that every child with Autism Spectrum Disorder
is unique. Their symptoms manifest in different ways.
“One of the benefits of education is that both the teacher
and the student are rewarded.”
Appelbaum Training Institute
800-23-CHILD www.atiseminars.org
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Within Autism Spectrum Disorder, there are _____ distinct levels of
severity. Individuals are diagnosed as either level 1, level 2, or level 3.
Level ___: Requiring _________________________.
Level 2:

Requiring ________________________ support.

Level ___: Requiring ____________ substantial support.
(American Psychiatric Association, 2013)

Characteristics of ASD, Levels 2 and 3






















Severe deficits in verbal and nonverbal communication
Very limited initiation of social interactions
Intellectual disabilities
More interested in ___________________ rather than people
High need for repetition
Typically delayed or non-existent speech
Avoids eye contact
Thinks in _________________________
Repeats words that are spoken to them
Avoids being touched
Fascination with spinning objects, straight lines, or trains
Concerned with routine order and rituals
Excessively lines up toys or other objects
Is attached to one particular toy or object
Doesn't smile
Hyperactive
Has temper tantrums
Overactive or underactive sensitivity to sounds, lights, touch, or smells
Inappropriate laughing or crying
Makes sounds at inappropriate times
Inability to express desires (Rock Point Academy, 2009)

“Your tender care helps students succeed.”
Appelbaum Training Institute
800-23-CHILD www.atiseminars.org
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Autism Society of America
1 800-3 AUTISM
www.autism-society.org

Strategies for Success for Level 2 and 3 Severity
Research shows that students with autism spectrum disorder process
auditory information with difficulty and have more strength in the area of
____________________ spatial processing (Lincoln et al., 1995).
Use these visual tools in your teaching:
• ___________________________
• Gestures
• Concrete objects
• ___________________________
• Drawings
• Symbols
• Written words
• Concrete objects
o _____________
o _____________
o _____________
o _____________

Picture Exchange Communication Program (PECS)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Determine something child wants.
Obtain picture of item (photograph or line drawing)
Physically prompt student to place picture in hand of the teacher.
Teacher says, “Oh, you want the…”
Fade the physical prompts.

“Connect with parents of students with ASD.
They need your support and encouragement.”

Appelbaum Training Institute
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Use reinforcement.
The student completes work in Red Box, then Black Box, then White Box.
Now student gets to choose one of the 4 reinforcements.

Red



Black



White



Reinforcement

As the student completes work in each box, he or she Velcro’s the color
symbol that goes with the box it its exterior. When all tasks are completed,
the student gets the reinforcement.
More Strategies:
o Provide structure.
o Use animated face-to-face interaction.
o Speak simply and directly (Avoid extraneous information.)
o Be wary of ______________________.
o Use tennis balls on the bottoms of chairs to decrease noise.
o Have an area of the room that is simplified to minimize distractions.
o Have predictable routines.
o Use highly preferred activities to reinforce participation in less preferred
activities.
o Alternate between high movement activities and activities that are more
sedentary.
o Have transition activities during times student has to wait (reads a book)
o Teach rest of class to be kind.
o Do not take the student’s aloofness personally.
o Use indirect lighting. It appears to be calming.
o Do prompt and ________________to help children.
o Be cautious with touch.
o Give clear ______________________.
o Work closely with families.
o Do calming senses exercises. (Notbohm & Zysk, 2010)
o Thumb Presses: Press the thumb of each hand into the opposite palm.
o 10 dots: Press firmly 10 times on the inside of each palm.
“You make a difference.”
Appelbaum Training Institute
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Use schedules
They;
•
•
•
•
•

Minimize memory and attention problems
Reduce time and organization problems
Compensate for receptive language problems
Foster independence.
Increase motivation: Reminder of “first work, then play.”

Characteristics of ASD, Level 1





















Deficits in ___________________ interaction
Lack of emotional reciprocity
Intellectual abilities range from average to superior
Most often occurs in males
Inappropriate eye contact
Insistence on sameness
Restricted range of interests
Poor concentration
Poor motor coordination
Academic difficulties
Emotional vulnerability
Difficulty with complexity
May talk at length on subject of interest, even though others are not
interested
Limited interests
Poor problem solving skills
Over-sensitivity to criticism
____________________
May interrupt or talk over speech of others
Appears to lack of empathy, but does __________________

“One of the benefits of education is that both
the teacher and the student are rewarded.
Appelbaum Training Institute
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Strategies for Success for Level 1 Severity
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Give students space. Many do not like to be in close proximity to others.
______________________ the student from bullying and teasing.
Prepare thoroughly for special activities or altered schedules.
Establish routines.
Minimize transitions.
Offer consistent daily routine.
Avoid surprises.
Allay fears.
Educate peers.
Teach ___________________________________.
Be calm and predictable.
Be consistent.
Provide assistance immediately when difficulties are noted so student is
not overwhelmed.
Teach relaxation training.
Provide for changes in routines.
Use brief, concise instructions.
Make classes fun so you do not induce _______________________.

“Believe in each child.”

Appelbaum Training Institute
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More Strategies to Successfully Include
Students with ASD in the Classroom
Use the interventions previously mentioned in this book.
Use visual or object prompts for smoother transitions (Dettmer, Simpson,
Myles, & Ganz, 2000).
Some students need to engage in sensory-arousing activities like jumping
and spinning prior to stimulation. Some children need activities that
incorporate deep pressure in order to calm down from exposure to high
levels of stimulation.
Arrange environment so there are clear boundaries and designations to
differentiate areas (Anderson, Campbell, & Canon, 1994).
Establish boundaries by putting masking tape to indicate where students are
to assemble. A hula hoop can also be used.
Teach students what behaviors are expected for each area so the area
becomes the discriminative stimulus for appropriate behavior.
Always base the curriculum on the student’s individual characteristics, not
on the fact that the child has ASD.
Make sure materials are motivating.
Skills need to be taught in a highly structured, one-to-one format providing
clear and concise instruction.
Music has proved to be a __________________________ in altering student
behavior. It reduces loudness, decreases out of seat behavior and reduces
self-stimulatory behavior. (Coyne, Kennedy, Petter, 2000)
Move from verbal prompt to physical guidance when verbal and nonverbal
prompts are insufficient.

“Every day is a new chance to make a difference

Appelbaum Training Institute
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How to Handle
Students with
Bipolar
Disorder

“A happy face comes from a happy heart. A happy heart comes from
knowing you are building a better tomorrow for the children of today.”

Appelbaum Training Institute
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Mood States
Severe
Hypomania
Normal
Mild to moderate depression
Severe
(NIMH, 2002)

Child and Adolescent Bipolar Foundation

Possible consequences of lack of diagnosis and
treatment:













Self-injury
Suicide
Difficulty forming friendships
Difficulty building good relationships with family members
Experiment with drugs to self-medicate
Reckless behavior leading to problems
School failure
School drop-out
Limited job prospects
Dependence on public assistance
Legal difficulties
Expensive hospitalizations

Appelbaum Training Institute
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Early Signs of Bipolar Disorders in Children


Babies are more difficult to care for and less predictable



Severe separation anxiety



Violently dislikes transitions and new situations



Temper tantrums



Increasing behavior problems



Extreme moodiness and irritability



Insomnia and sleep problems



Aggressive episodes followed by periods of remorse and guilt



Declining academic performance



Increased impulsiveness



Decreased ability to concentrate



Decreased ability to handle frustration



Hyperactivity



Extremely emotional, swinging from extreme happiness to extreme anger



May have signs of physical problems, like bedwetting or daytime
accidents, past usual age



Sometimes may think and move slowly and sleep constantly, and then
other times bounce off the walls with endless energy



Episodes of delusional thinking



Strange behaviors and moods occur out of the blue



Pattern of waxing and waning moods

Most likely to be experienced in school setting:
Extreme moodiness and irritability

Appelbaum Training Institute
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Bipolar Disorder
Early Warning Signs
MANIA


Euphoria



DEPRESSION
Despondency



Feeling superior to others



Low self-esteem



Insomnia



Excessive sleep or insomnia



Staying up all night



Staying in bed for long periods



Compulsive eating



Poor appetite



Over-ambitious



Inactivity



Surges of energy



Low energy level



Impatience with others



Frequently frustrated





Inability to show affection



Inappropriate anger, outbursts of
temper
Increased sexual activity



Low libido



Excessive spending





Inability to keep up with own
thoughts
Increased but often unfocused
creativity
Bizarre ideas or thoughts



Self-destructive thoughts or
actions
Inability to experience pleasure



Withdrawal



Feelings of boredom
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Juvenile Bipolar Disorder
Is often diagnosed as:

or

#1 way children are different from adults

of adults diagnosed with Bipolar Disorder
self-report childhood onset.

Symptoms of Mania
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆

Inflated self-esteem or grandiosity
Increased activity or agitation
Decreased need for sleep
Talkativeness
Racing thoughts
Distractibility
Daring behaviors
Increased social activity
Increased school activity
Physically restless
Poor judgment
They may fail subjects on purpose, acting on an illogical belief that they can
choose what to pass or fail because they believe they are being taught wrongly.
It is common for adolescents to believe they will achieve great fame even though
they are failing all their subjects at school.
They may believe they are above the law.
They illogically jump from one idea to another.
They may use pressured speech.
Word thoughts and actions are in fast motion. There is increased verbal
production with puns, word plays, and incessant speech.

Appelbaum Training Institute
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Depression Episodes

















Sadness that doesn’t go away
Crying for almost any reason
Change in appetite (lack of appetite or gorging on food)
Change in sleep pattern (insomnia or sleeping at unusual times and oversleeping)
Irritability and agitation
Anger
Worrying and anxiety
Pessimism
“Who cares?” attitude
Lack of energy for normal activities
Feelings of guilt and worthlessness
Inability to concentrate or make decisions
Loss of pleasure in usual interests
Withdrawal from friendships and other relationships
Aches and pains seemingly without medical cause
Recurring thoughts of death, suicide, or other frightening possibilities

Major Elements of Bipolar Disorder Management
MEDICAL CARE — Prevention of Mood Swings
Medical care is the foundation of subsequent interventions. It usually
involves medication and psychotherapy.

Important Strategies and
Accommodations
 Consistent medical care Medical attention is a must. Medication
needs to be taken and monitored. It is very important to have an accurate
diagnosis (Duffy, 2007) because children with bipolar can suffer serious
consequences if they do not receive appropriate medical treatment.
 Daily structure, consistency, and routine to reduce the opportunity for
mood swings
 Use stories to teach consequences of misbehaviors.
 Choose your battles carefully.
 Create affirmations. Offer hope. They need lots of encouragement.
“Children need us to care for them
even when they are at their most unlovable.”
Appelbaum Training Institute
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diary so moods can be predicted.
Learn warning signs Once you have a predictable routine, notice that
unplanned changes can signal a budding mood episode.
 Set
manic states.

. They can help get you through the depressed and

 Expose the student to natural light.
 Watch out for lack of sleep.
 Remember that

work better than negatives.

 Provide a
. When the student is
particularly irritable and/or emotional, an enclosed area -- such as
under a table which has been covered with a blanket -- can be
especially helpful.
 Take charge.
Be the authority that sets and enforces rules with compassion and
fairness. In case of violence, don’t talk during the outburst. Focus on
protecting others.
 A token-based economy system works well. Use the system as a
way of earning rather than losing privileges by working toward good
behavior.

Prevention
#1 is structure and consistency
care or a stuffed animal
Teddy bear
A
down.

sign can be placed on desk when they need to calm

– Send them on errands for you. Do stretches.
and/or music can be mood changing.
Outside
should be called if needed. The nurse may be able
to check medication and provide a place for children to sleep.
“Never give up.”
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Key Skills for
Students who
are Disruptive

“Believe in the unique talent of each of your students and help them
discover their own success.”
Appelbaum Training Institute
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Tattling
Tattle
Tell the

or Tattle

Tattle Ear
like …”
Tattle

can be placed into the tattle

.

Tattle Time
For the student who is a chronic tattler put him/her
of hearing all class tattles.

Three Simple Methods to Prevent Tattling
1. Do not get upset. Stay calm.
2. Encourage the student to tell the other student how he feels. Take
time to teach students how to handle situations that are troublesome.
3. Do not take action unless it is completely necessary. A simple
“thanks” after hearing the tattle can help students learn to handle the
problem and not get attention for trying to get another student in trouble.

“Words can harm worse than sticks and stones.”
Appelbaum Training Institute
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Constant Chatter
Be an edutainer. Educate and entertain simultaneously. The more fun you
have, the more fun students will have. Take charge too. You can have fun
and be in charge at the same time.
Use attention-getting activities.
Game
Talk
Chatter
Activities
Hold your

Blurting Out
Rule
Avoid

behaviors
Talk

Blurt
Signals

“An educator respects and understands.”
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Power Struggles
First understand the “Applebaum Rule of Three.” Every time you give in,
you ensure the student will engage in another power struggle at least three
times. There are really no winners when this happens.

Methods for Handling Power Struggles
Provide two positive
.
Use the paradoxical intervention.
the conversation until everyone is cooled off.
Change the

.

Use the “Yes, and…” Method.
Focus on making the student feel part of the classroom as a
prevention tool.
Distribute a Peace Coin to be held until Peace Time.

“Give your students good habits and also good mem
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My Notes…
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